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A wire-cylinder-plate electrode configuration is presented to generate ionic wind with a dc corona

discharge in air at atmospheric pressure. The objective of the work is to maximize the power

supplied to the flow in order to increase acceleration while avoiding breakdown. Thus, the proposed

experimental setup addresses the problem of decoupling the mechanism of ion generation from that

of ion acceleration. Using a wire-plate configuration as a reference, we have focused on improving

the topography of the electric field to �1� separate the ionization and acceleration zones in space, and

�2� guide the trajectory of charged particles as parallel to the median axis as possible. In the

proposed wire-cylinder-plate setup, a dc corona discharge is generated in the space between a wire

and two cylinders. The ions produced by the corona then drift past the cylinders and into a channel

between two plates, where they undergo acceleration. To maximize the ionic wind it is found that

the geometric configuration must be as compact as possible and that the voltage applied must be

right below breakdown. Experimentally, the optimized wire-plate reference setup provides a

maximum flow velocity of 8 m s−1, a flow rate per unit electrode length of 0.034 m2 s−1, and a

thrust per unit electrode length of 0.24 N m−1. The wire-cylinder-plate configuration provides a

maximum flow velocity of 10 m s−1, a flow rate per unit electrode length of 0.041 m2 s−1, and a

thrust per unit electrode length of 0.35 N m−1. This 46% increase in thrust is obtained by increasing

the electric power per unit electrode length by only 16% �from 175 to 210 W m−1�, which confirms

the gain in efficiency obtained with the decoupled system. In comparison with a simple wire-wire

corona configuration, the wire-cylinder-plate configuration increases the ionic wind velocity by up

to a factor of 3, and the thrust by an order of magnitude. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.

�doi:10.1063/1.3514131�

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of the ionic wind created by a plasma dis-

charge has interesting potential applications for external and

internal flow control. In external flows such as in the bound-

ary layer of an airfoil, plasma discharges can be used for the

purpose of reducing drag, increasing lift during takeoff and

landing, controlling the transition to turbulence, and flow

actuation.
1–3

Regarding internal flows, plasma actuators also

show promising preliminary results. In turbomachinery for

example, current research to control separation on turbine

blades and tip clearance flows to decrease losses and prevent

rotating stall could lead toward more efficient and thus

lighter engines.
4–6

The two types of plasma discharges commonly em-

ployed to generate the ionic wind are the dielectric barrier

discharges �DBD� and the corona discharges between two

parallel wires placed perpendicularly to the direction of the

flow �CD�.7–12
In these studies where DBDs have been used

as the basis to form several alternative types of discharges

such as the Single DBD �SDBD�, the maximum induced

flow speed is about 7 m s−1 and the maximum thrust per unit

electrode length is about 0.250 N m−1 �Ref. 8�. A significant

increase of the level of thrust generated per unit electrode

length is however necessary for applications in high speed

flow control.
6

We examine here several configurations using a corona

discharge. The principle of the ionic wind produced by a

corona between two cylindrical wires can be explained as

follows.
13

Around each wire, the electric field decreases in-

versely proportional to the distance to the wire. For small

wire diameters, the electric field in the vicinity of the wire

brought to a high potential is sufficient to ionize air. The

positive ions generated at the anode drift toward the cathode

while the negative ions stay close to the anode. In their

movement, the positive ions transfer momentum to the neu-

tral molecules via collisions. At the vicinity of the cathode,

electrons attach to oxygen, and O2
− drifts toward the anode,

transferring momentum to the neutrals. Two opposite charge

currents appear. The net flow is called the ionic wind. When

the electrodes are asymmetric �e.g., small diameter anode

and large diameter cathode�, the positive ion current domi-

nates and the effect of the ionic wind is maximum.

Two types of DC corona discharges have been previ-

ously used for ionic wind generation. The first type is a DC

surface corona discharge produced between two wires placed

on the surface of an airfoil. This setup has been studied under

various aerodynamic conditions and has proven to generatea�
Electronic mail: dcolas@mit.edu.
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speed flows up to 5 m s−1.
9

The second type is a dc corona

discharge between two free-standing wire electrodes in air.
12

In Ref. 12, Berard et al. showed that flow velocities up to

3.5 m s−1 could be generated. Higher velocities could not be

attained because the power supplied to the fluid was limited

by the occurrence of sparks between the electrodes. One ma-

jor problem with these two configurations of DC corona dis-

charges is that the ionization and acceleration processes are

coupled.

The present investigation extends previous works in

which the authors studied a wire-wire configuration and pro-

posed a preliminary wire-plates configuration as a way to

increase the flow rate over the more traditional wire-wire

configuration.
12,13

We will see that our optimized wire-plates

reference configuration provides a flow velocity of up to

8 m s−1 and that the proposed wire-cylinder-plate configura-

tion further increases the flow velocity up to 10 m s−1 by

decoupling the mechanism of ionization from that of accel-

eration. The latter configuration also increases the thrust up

to 0.35 N m−1, i.e., 40% higher than in all previous studies

with SDBDs or CDs. This level of thrust may be sufficient

for applications in turbomachinery.
6

II. PROPOSED CONCEPT

In the baseline wire-wire configuration studied in Ref.

12, the electric field profile between the wires is responsible

for both acceleration and ionization. The energy deposited is

limited by the appearance of a spark. To increase the velocity

of the flow, one should increase the number of charged par-

ticles and/or the electric field.

Our objective here is to decouple ionization and accel-

eration. To this end, we create an ionization zone between a

wire brought to a positive potential V1 and a pair of cylin-

drical electrodes connected to ground, and an acceleration

zone between the cylinders and a pair of parallel plates

brought to a negative potential V2 �see Fig. 1�. To maximize

ionization, we set the electric field at the anode close to its

maximum value �i.e., just below breakdown�. To maximize

acceleration, we seek to make the electric field lines as par-

allel to the x-axis as possible. This study was performed

using the finite element method-based software COMSOL

MULTIPHYSICS
® which provided 2D simulations of the elec-

trostatic field for various electrode configurations �i.e., num-

ber of electrodes, their overall shapes and relative

positions�.14
The adjustable parameters were e, E, D, and d.

The radii of curvatures of the electrodes were set equal to 3

mm except for the wire’s, being set at 0.2 mm. This choice is

motivated by the conclusions drawn from a previous study:

to maximize the ionic wind, the electrode diameter dissym-

metry the largest.
12

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the results of the COMSOL

simulations. As can be seen from these figures, the applica-

tion of V2 creates electric field lines parallel to the x-axis,

thus promoting a zone of strong acceleration between the

cylinders and the plates. There are now two spatial zones in

which the electric field has different effects: a first zone be-

tween the wire and the cylinders where the field ionizes and

provides a first acceleration of the flow, and a second zone

between the cylinders and the plates where only acceleration

occurs. Figure 2�c� shows the component of the electric field

along the x-axis, as computed with COMSOL, and normalized

by the breakdown electric field in air �3�105 V m−1�. As

FIG. 1. �Color� Setup for the new wire-cylinder plate configuration.

FIG. 2. �Color� For the parametrically optimized configuration �see section

IV, E=5 mm, e=8 mm, D=4 mm, and d=3 mm�: ��a� and �b�� Computed

electric field lines for V2=0 kV �a� and V2=−8 kV �b�. Fixed V1

=15 kV. �c� Computed electric field component along the x-axis �solid red:

V2=0 kV, dashed red: V2=−8 kV�. Fixed V1=15 kV.
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can be seen from Fig. 2�c�, the secondary power supply �V2�
raises the electric field in the space between the plates and

the cylinders by almost one order of magnitude, thus increas-

ing the momentum of the charged particles along the x-axis,

and therefore, increasing the flow velocity. We will now test

this concept experimentally.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To test the concept proposed in section II, the experi-

mental setup shown in Fig. 3 was used. This setup is com-

prised of a wire, two parallel cylinders and two parallel

plates of 20 cm length in air at atmospheric pressure and

ambient temperature. The adjustable parameters are the vari-

ous gap distances and the voltages V1 and V2. The wire is

made of steel and all other electrodes of brass. The diameters

of the wire and cylinders are 0.2 mm and 6 mm, respectively,

and the plate cross-sectional dimensions are 8�20 mm2,

with rounded edges to avoid spurious breakdown.

The gap between the wire and the cylinders is adjustable

from 0.3 to 4 cm. So is the gap between the cylinders and the

plates. The wire electrode is raised to a positive dc potential

adjustable up to 20 kV with a FUG 140–20000 primary

power supply. The cylinders are connected to ground. The

plates are brought to a negative dc potential of up to �15 kV

with a secondary power supply. We measured the current-

voltage characteristics and the flow velocities as a function

of the applied potentials. The currents and voltages were

obtained from the digital readouts of the power supplies. The

flow velocities were measured with a glass Pitot tube con-

nected to a differential manometer of resolution 0.1 Pa. The

orifice of the Pitot tube was placed 2 mm downstream of the

exit plane of the plates. The wire-plate reference configura-

tion is obtained by removing the cylinders and grounding the

plates.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A parametric study was conducted to maximize the ionic

wind velocity as a function of the electrode gap distances

and potentials. The study confirmed results previously ob-

tained in Ref. 12, namely that the maximum current is ob-

tained for the most compact configuration possible. How-

ever, all the interelectrode gap distances should not be too

small, otherwise sparks appear or the plates become an ob-

stacle to the flow. Thus, we chose the following optimized

parameters: E=5 mm, e=8 mm, D=4 mm, and d=3 mm.

We will now present the electrical and mechanical char-

acteristics of the optimized wire-cylinder-plate setup. The

optimized wire-plate reference configuration gives the same

results as the wire-cylinder-plate configuration with V2

=0 kV.

The electric power by unit electrode length Pe trans-

ferred to the fluid can be obtained as follows:

Pe =
1

h
�P1 + P2� =

1

h
�V1i1 + V2i2� , �1�

where P1 and P2 correspond to the electric power generated

by the primary and secondary power supplies and h to the

length of the electrodes �h=20 cm�.
As shown in Fig. 4, the maximum potential V1 that can

be applied to the anode is independent of the potential V2

applied to the plates. This can be understood from the COM-

SOL simulations: the electric field imposed by V1 at the wire

surface is about 200 kV cm−1, whereas the field superim-

posed with the secondary power supply is only 6 kV cm−1,

which does not significantly affect the total field at the anode

surface and thus the level of ionization. In summary, increas-

FIG. 3. �Color� ��a� and �b�� Experimental setup for the new wire-cylinder

plate configuration showing the electrical circuit with the primary �V1� and

secondary �V2� power supplies.

FIG. 4. �Color� Electric power �per unit electrode length� transferred to the

fluid as a function of V1 for different values of V2.
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ing V2 increases the power deposited into the fluid without

inducing sparking.

Figure 5�a� shows that the increase of V2 has a direct

influence on i2, the current between the cylinders and the

plates. The increase in current could be the result either of a

higher acceleration of the positive ions moving toward the

plates, and/or of an increase in their number density. If i2

were related to the velocity of the positive ions that do not

end up adsorbed on the plates, then it should depend linearly

on the mean electrical field along the x axis. This is indeed

the case, as Fig. 5�b� shows a linear dependence of both the

mean electrical field between the electrodes and of i2 on V2.

Thus, the effect of the secondary power supply is not to

increase the ionization level, but rather to produce additional

acceleration of the positive ions.

Figure 6 shows the flow velocity measured with the Pitot

tube along the axis of the system at 2 mm downstream of the

plates, as a function of the total applied electric power. For a

given value of the applied electric power, we notice that the

more negative the potential V2, the higher the flow velocity.

Thus the electric energy is more efficiently transferred

through V2 than through V1.

To quantify the benefits afforded by the new setup, we

measured the velocity profiles at the exit plane of the two

plates. These velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 6�a� for

various values of V2. As can be seen from Fig. 7�a�, the

increase in V2 results in an increase of both the velocity and

the flow rate.

With these measurements, we can calculate the gener-

ated thrust per unit length of electrode using

T =
1

h
� �

S

�airU
2dS = �

L

�airU
2dy, �2�

where U is the velocity profile measured 2 mm downstream

of the exit of the plates L the width of the exhaust jet at the

measurement station, and S the exit surface area of the plates

�S=h�L�.
The thrust values, plotted in Fig. 7�b�, are forty percent

higher than the typical values reported for SDBD discharges

on a flat plate.
7–9

The lower thrust measured for SDBD dis-

charges on a plate or an airfoil is at least partly due to the

viscous drag forces in the boundary layer of the surface

where the SDBD is generated.
15

To evaluate the efficiency of the wire-plates and wire-

cylinders-plates configuration, we introduce the mechanical

power output per unit length of electrode, as follows:

Pm = �
L

�airU
3dy, �3�

We also define the efficiency of the wire-cylinders subsystem

responsible for ionization and part of the acceleration, as

follows:

�1 =
Pm

V2=0 kV

P1

, �4�

the efficiency of the cylinders-plates subsystem that provides

secondary acceleration, as follows:

�2 =
Pm

V2 − Pm
V2=0 kV

P2

, �5�

and finally the efficiency of the overall system, as follows:

FIG. 5. �Color� �a� Influence of V1 on i2 for different values of V2, �b�
Comparison between the influence of V2 on the normalized mean electric

field and on the normalized i2. i20 corresponds to the measured value of i2

for V1=15 kV, V2=0 kV �i2
0�=0.24 mA m−1, Ex

0 corresponds to the mean

component along x of the electric field computed with COMSOL in the region

contained between the two plates �see Fig. 2�c��.

FIG. 6. �Color� Flow velocity measured 2 mm downstream of the plates as

a function of the applied power for various values of V2.
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� =
Pm

Pe

. �6�

Figure 7�c� shows that a 16% increase �from 175 to

210 W m−1� of the total applied electric power through the

increase of V2 �i.e., P2� leads to a 78% increase in the me-

chanical power. Thus the secondary power supply is particu-

larly efficient in increasing the acceleration of the flow.

We can now quantify the efficiencies of both power sup-

plies. The value of �2 is 7.7%, whereas the value of �1 is

only 0.9%. The overall efficiency rises from 0.9% �V2

=0 kV� to 1.3% �V2=−8 kV�. Since V2 is responsible only

for acceleration and V1 for both acceleration and ionization,

the difference between �1 and �2 may come from either a

low efficiency of the ionization process or/and a higher effi-

ciency of the acceleration produced by V2 than by V1.

Regarding the ionization efficiency, it is well known that

most of the energy around the anode serves to excite the

vibrational and electronic states of molecular species, in par-

ticular molecular nitrogen, rather than to ionize.
16

Thus the

ionization efficiency is expected to be small.

Regarding the acceleration efficiencies, we can see from

Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� that the electric field created by V1 �be-

tween the wire and the cylinders� is mostly nonparallel to the

x-axis. This represents a loss of energy since the macroscopic

flow is directed along the x-axis. In contrast, the electric field

created by V2, i.e., the secondary acceleration zone between

the cylinders and the plates has been shaped to be as parallel

to the x-axis as possible. Thus the acceleration promoted by

V2 is expected to be more efficient than the acceleration

promoted by V1.

The thrust values obtained here are significantly higher

than with these other setups, thus opening new possibilities

for flow control. Figure 8 shows an example of internal flow

geometry for which the present setup could be applied.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented and optimized a wire-

plates reference configuration to generate high flow veloci-

ties up to 8 m s−1, a flow rate by unit electrode length of up

to 0.034 m2 s−1, and a thrust by unit electrode length of up

to 0.24 N m−1. This value of the thrust is 40% higher than

the highest values of thrust obtained with SDBDs, and could

open interesting applications in turbomachinery or other in-

ternal flow configurations.

FIG. 7. �Color� �a� Lateral flow velocity profile 2 mm downstream of the

plates �the dashes represent the position of the plates�. �b� Thrust as a func-

tion of the electrical power for varying V2. �c� Mechanical power as a

function of the electrical power for varying V2.

FIG. 8. �Color� External flow control potential application: compression

stage of a turbo machine.
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We then proposed a wire-cylinders-plates configuration

that further increases the ionic wind velocity by decoupling

the mechanism of acceleration from that of ionization. Even

though there is room for improvement in the electrodes’ ra-

dii, two main results are obtained with this configuration.

First, we are able to deposit more energy to accelerate the

flow. This provides an increased flow velocity of up to

10 m s−1, flow rate and thrust generated by unit electrode

length of up to 0.041 m s−1 and 0.35 N m−1, respectively.

This value of the thrust is 46% higher than for the reference

configuration. Second, the efficiency of the acceleration pro-

cess being much higher than the efficiency of ionization, the

overall efficiency of the new configuration increases signifi-

cantly: the 46% increase in thrust is obtained by increasing

the electric power by only 16%.

To obtain higher velocities, one possible improvement

would be to increase the efficiency of the ionization process.

This is currently investigated through the use of nanosecond

repetitively pulsed discharges as previously proposed for co-

rona discharges
13

and already used for DBD discharges.
3
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